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Abstract. The Factory distribution is the current state of the development for the
next openSUSE release (the next release name is 12.3 in March of 2013). The
development releases1 of the openSUSE distribution like Milestones or Release
Candidates are snapshots from this distribution. There is constantly work going
on in Factory. Every time a developer submits a fix, version update, new feature
or new package it is built. So the Factory repository can be in any state and
is a moving target. In this paper we analyze the evolution of sentiment (for
a 27 month period) of the developers and users who use openSUSE Factory
distribution, by mining data from the openSUSE Factory Mailing list

1. Introduction
In this work we analyze the evolution of sentiment (for a 27 month period) of the de-
velopers and users who use openSUSE Factory distribution, by mining data from the
openSUSE Factory Mailing list2. Our study sample is composed of developers and users
who more often posted to the openSUSE Factory mailing list.

1.1. Assumptions
This study has been done under the following assumptions and conditions :

• The period of study is 27 months or 3 major releases of the openSUSE distribution
• The 3rd release period of our study was held back 3 months
• We consider as developers and users of openSUSE Factory (or contributors) the

top 10 people who posted most in openSUSE Factory mailing list
• We selected only 10 people because they are the majority (core team) of the peo-

ple who contributed most this period of time in the openSUSE Factory project.
According to ”Reductio ad absurdum’ 3 method the results and deductions which
came from the majority of an analyzed sample they do have validation in the rest
of the sample as well.
• The sentiment analysis of each openSUSE Factory contributor is done by extract-

ing a sentiment score for each month of the study period.
• As sentiment state of each contributor we refer to the classification of the sentiment

score for this contributor. The sentiment state has 3 categories: positive, negative,
neutral (see Chapter 4 for more information).

1http://software.opensuse.org/developer/en
2http://lists.opensuse.org/opensuse-factory/
3http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Reductio_ad_absurdum



Finaly as for the methodology part the sentiment analysis that has been applied is
a text sentiment analysis being driven by machine learning techniques and affective word
lists.

1.2. Goals
As goals of this study we define the following ones :

• Examine if Top 10 people are disappointed or not because of the delay mentioned
in 1.1
• Answer to questions like :

– Which is the most satisfied developer during the last 9 months?
– Which is the less satisfied developer after a new release?
– Are developers sentiment characterized by consistency?

1.3. More about Factory
Factory is built in its own openSUSE:Factory project on the openSUSE instance of the
Open Build Service4. This is a huge repository of packages. Development, however,
does not happen directly in the openSUSE:Factory, but in so-called devel projects. A
devel project is a project where development happens for a specific group of packages,
like multimedia, GNOME, KDE or Kernel. The relation of packages in the open-
SUSE:Factory project to packages in the devel projects is expressed in the meta data of
the packages inside openSUSE:Factory.

Each devel project has its own set of processes, rules and communication channels
that fits them best. The reference point for this information is the project description of
their Build Service project. Devel projects are also subject to change because the world of
FOSS5 is constantly evolving. Certain software becomes obsolete, standards and defaults
change, among others. That means devel projects can change names, get dropped, be
newly created, or change content and direction, as can packages in devel projects.

The Factory project follows its own rules and roadmap without disturbing the of-
ficial openSUSE Release. Apart from building software, contributors and users of open-
SUSE Factory do have other kind of responsibilities.

2. Related Work
In the last years, researchers have been working with sentiment analysis in many aspects.
A majority of the research has been focused on the sentiment analysis in the web. Al-
though there are many cases where scientists do study the multilingual sentiment analysis
in more details [1] [2] [3] [4] [5]. In terms of sentiment analysis in the web, scientists
focus more on social media sentiment analysis [6], e.g Twitter [7] [8] [9] rather than on
more traditional platforms such as forums and mailing lists.

In a study hosted by the National Center for Biotechnology Information in the
USA6, mailing lists have been used for in-depth analysis of clinical messages by using
natural language processing methods. Although it does not have a strong relation with
sentiment analysis aspect, it is related with natural language processing methods and soft-
ware (NLTK)7 , which is the similar method and software used by our study as well.

4http://openbuildservice.org/
5Free/Open Source Software
6http://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pmc/articles/PMC3236668/
7http://www.nltk.org/



Furthermore it mentions the power and the significance of the mailing lists by charac-
terizing them as a virtual community of practice that serves as an information hub with
easy access to expert advice and opportunities for social networking. The authors have
mined 14,576 messages posted to an Internet mailing list from April 2008 to May 2009
and processed them with NLTK version 2.0.

3. Analysis
3.1. Input/Data Source
We used the openSUSE Factory mailing list archives from July 2010 to September 2012.
Mailing list archives are available in mbox format and each mbox file includes messages
for one month. In total, we have mined 17,470 messages and analyzed 4,176 messages
from 270 mbox files during a 27 month period.

3.2. Data Extraction and Preprocessing model
In order to extract data from the mailing list we used a Mailing lists analyzer software
called MailingListStats8 developed by the GSyC/Libresoft research group9 and
available as free software.

MailingListStats is a command line based tool that downloads the mboxes
in a directory where a database will be created. It stores all the information contained
in the e-mails. Extracting the ”Top 10 developers” is not enough for our research goal,
because we need to analyze the body of the messages for all messages sent by the ”Top
10 developers” from 15-06-2010 to 05-09-2012.

As a result we extract the message body text into 270 files (which is the result
of having a file per month for each developer and the three period time). After the data
extraction, preprocessing of the data is the next step of our model. Preprocessing is very
important because the text of the message body differs from text in articles, books or even
spoken language. The mined text includes many idiosyncratic uses, such as URLs, ter-
minal commands, Linux distribution names, programming language code, system paths,
Linux/Unix terminal commands, packages and repository names. It is necessary to pre-
process and normalize the text. n Natural Language Processing practices, after the pre-
processing stage, the text is tokenized for later processing.

3.3. Sentiment Model
In this article we study three periods of releases, the period after the openSUSE 11.3
Release until the openSUSE 12.2 Release (see Roadmap10). In other words we analyze
the openSUSE Factory developers and users sentiments after three main releases. These
three periods have not been chosen by chance, but under the fact that the release cycle for
the 12.2 release has been postponed for almost 3 months.

Text sentiment analysis can be defined as a text mining technique to analyze the
sentiment of the writer or to the topic written about. Furthermore sentiment analysis may
use machine learning techniques. One often applied method is a naive Bayes classifier11

8http://metricsgrimoire.github.com/MailingListStats/
9http://libresoft.es/

10http://en.opensuse.org/openSUSE:Roadmap
11http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Naive_Bayes_classifier



where the algorithm is trained on a labeled data set. Within the Python the NLTK pack-
age12 is a classic sentiment analysis data set analyzer, although general machine learning
methods for sentiment classification are implemented as well.

Furthermore for sentiment analysis another method could be used, where word
lists are annotated for their frequency and their valence, i.e., whether they are positive or
negative. Although defining an opinion lexicon (a list of positive and negative opinion
words) for annotating words and sentences seems to be a perfect theory for sentiment
analysis, scientists claim that is far from sufficient for accurate sentiment analysis [11].

Our work and model is an ’early’ empirical study of sentiment analysis because
we only apply machine learning and NLP methods13. No other linguist method is being
applied [14]. Moreover until now there is no official lexicon to tag computer science
words and separate their meaning from the literal one. Apart from the opinion lexicon, a
significant part of the sentiment model is the algorithm which has been used to tag and
analyze the sentiment of the text files. The algorithm we have contains a list of positive
and negative words 14 in the YAML format15.

3.4. Algorithm

In terms of defining the algorithm which implements the sentiment model , in this section
we explain each step of the algorithm :

• We define one (or more) dictionary of words (also called wordlist). The design
of the dictionaries highly depends on the concrete topic where you want to per-
form the opinion mining. For example opinion mining about U.S Elections and
opinion mining about the release of the latest Android is different. As a result
the positive/negative expressions could be different but the context vocabulary is
also quite distinct. In our case we defined one dictionary for positive words and
another one for negative words.
• We decide the format of the text we are going to analyze and interact with. As

our piece of code interacts with text, splitting, tagging, and extracting information
from it there are several ways to define the structure of the text. Concerning the
NLP and Tokenazation methods we have many options and ways to analyse the
text. In our case we assume the following ones

– Each text is a list of sentences
– Each sentence is a list of tokens
– Each token is a tuple of three elements: a word form (the exact word that

appeared in the text), a word lemma (a generalized version of the word),
and a list of associated tags.

• As in the previous step we have decided the structural shape of the processed text,
we can start writing some code to read, and pre-process this text. With pre-process
we mean some common first steps in NLP such as: Tokenize, Split into sentences,
and POS Tag.

12(Natural Language Toolkit), http://www.nltk.org/
13http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Sentiment_analysis#Methods
14https://github.com/athanrous/text_sentiment_analysis/tree/master/

dicts
15http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/YAML



• The next step is the basic text preprocessing, where the input is the text as a string
and the output is a collection of sentences, each of which is again a collection of
tokens.
• As we have a collection of sentences and we are using NLTK our forms and lem-

mas will be always identical. At this point of the process, the only tag associated
to each word is its own POS Tag provided by NLTK.
• The next step is to recognize positive and negative expressions. To achieve this,

we use dictionaries, i.e. simple files containing expressions that will be searched
in our text.
• The recognition of positive and negative expressions is not enough for opinion

mining. We have to tag the preprocessed text with the dictionaries defined before.
Note that while tagging the text, the input is the previously preprocessed text, and
the output is the same text, enriched with tags of type ”positive” or ”negative”.
• The last step is the sentiment measurement of the sentiment tagged text. In our

case we count how many positive and negative expressions we detected. For each
’positive’ tag we measure it with ’> 0’ , negative with ’<0’ and neutral or no text
found with ’= 0’ (see Table 1 ). In order to see the sentiment score of our text we
just summarize the negative, positive and neutral tags found in the text.

All the scores for each developer and for each month were stored in a new database with
the following columns: name (e-mail address), date, and score. This database was created
in order to display and visualize our data. The source code of the algorithm is publicly
available16.

3.5. Display and Visualization

Display and visualization of our data is a significant part of our study. Without displaying
the mined data it is impossible to evaluate, to confirm or decline the assumptions, and to
extract any piece of information regarding contributors’ sentiments. For displaying our
data we have used the Python programming language, combined with scientific libraries
(Matplotlib17, SciPy18).

4. Evaluation

4.1. Primary evaluation

Evaluation of our data is the next step after the visualization. Table 1 provides informa-
tion about how the scores have been classified. Positive sentiment means text with score
greater than zero, whereas negative sentiment means text with score less than zero. Fi-
nally, score equal to zero means neutral sentiment or no messages have been posted by
the user during this period of time. The number of messages that each contributor posted
in the openSUSE Factory mailing list in Figure3.

Figure 1 provides the evolution of sentiment analysis across the 27 months period
of time. Release times are annotated. For the last release (12.2), we included only the
messages for the first 5 days of September 2012 as the release date was September 5th
2012, so we are not going to analyze what happened after the last release. The release

16https://github.com/fjavieralba/basic_sentiment_analysis
17http://matplotlib.org/
18http://www.scipy.org/
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Figure 1. Sentiment score evolution through 3-releases period
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Figure 2. Total Sentiment score per Top-10 person

periods under consideration are thus: 11.3 to 11.4 (first period), 11.4 to 12.1 (second
period) and 12.1 to 12.2 (third period).

By focusing and analyzing the evolution of sentiment score for the first period we
obviously see that this period is being characterized by a high fluctuation. A majority
of developers have a positive sentiment after the 11.3 release (see Figure 4). However,
we can also see that only 30% of developers outreach the score of ’20’, and only one
developer [gregkh] gets the maximum score of all at the middle of the first period. Two
developers ([jdd] and [stefan.s]) raise their score during the months near to the 11.4 re-
lease. On the other hand, we see that [rbtc1] is not satisfied with the 11.3 release, as his
scores are below 10 and he shows neutral sentiments during four months. Moreover an
interesting a fact for [rbtc1] is shown during 11.4 release, when he gets the lowest score
(-18) of all the developers during the first period. We would like to mention that a very
low score during a month does not mean that the currently developer is the happiest or
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Figure 4. Sentiment score per contributor (1st Period)

most disappointed of all. By having a look at Figure 4 it is obvious that although, for
example, he had the lowest score for one month finally turns out that the developer with
the most negative sentiment for the first period is [crrod].

As for the second period, a majority of developers have a positive sentiment after
the 11.4 release (see Figure 5). Just after the release only 30% of developers ([robin]
[mrmazda] [crrodrig]) have negative sentiments. Two of these developers have the same
amount of messages posted in the mailing list (132), where the other one ([robin]) has
30% less messages posted in the list. By having a look at Figure 5, we see that [mrmazda]
and [crrodrig] do not overate 20 (as a score) and [robin] has the lowest sentiment score
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Figure 6. Sentiment score per contributor (3rd Period)

(same as [coolo]) for this period of time. Close to the 12.1 release time (Sept 2011 - Nov
2011), 50% of the developers feel happy as their score increases (we could observe the
same effect in the first period), but 40% of developers do have negative sentiments during
the release time. Only one developer has neutral sentiments [rbtc]. Furthermore, it has
to be mentioned that during the timespan close to the 11.4 release the same amount of
developers feel happy about the new release (5 developers), 3 developers have a neutral
sentiment and only one seems not be happy for the new release. During this period only
9 to 10 developers are active in the openSUSE Factory list (remind that [anixx] posted 0
messages during the first period). According to Figure 5 70% overate the score limit of
20, and only one has score between 0 to 10 ([mrma]). Under these circumstances, it turns
out that the fluctuation of sentiment score is higher than in the first period which means
that developers and users felt happier with the 11.4 release.

This study included the third period due to a significant fact: the release date was



Score Classification
> 0 positive
= 0 neutral or no text
< 0 negative

Table 1. Weights assigned to each metric

postponed for 3 months. In this third period, we see that the delay fact affected the de-
velopers’ sentiments. During this period 50% of the developers had negative sentiments.
Furthermore, [crrod] gets the lowest sentiment score (-85) for all the 3 period time of
study.

However, if we analyze the sentiment score for this period, a total of five devel-
opers were sad while the other five were in general terms happy. In the dates close to
the release date (July 2012 - September 2012), a propensity to neutrality arises as can be
seen by another fact, as by the time of the 12.2 release 60% of the developers do have a
neutral sentiments when during the previous releases only 20% and 10% of developers
had neutral sentiments. In the meantime only one developer ([anixx]) had a very high
score (35). In summary, it turns out that the last period of our study is characterized by
negative fluctuation of the sentiment.

4.2. Sentiment prospensity

In section 4.1 we analyzed the total sentiment score of the contributors during the 3 peri-
ods of study. With the previous section analysis we have a general aspect of the sentiment
score analysis. Although that seems filling our goals defined in Section 1.2 there is a gap
that has to be filled out. Until now we now the sentiment score per contributor but we
cannot define it more in depth in terms of negativeness and positiveness. For instance
we have the following scenario : how can we assure that a contributor A with sentiment
score +200 (300 positive score and 100 negative score) has the same feeling with con-
tributor B who has the same score (+200) but with different ’origin’ (400 positive score
, 200 negative score)? In order to answer to this kind of questions and concern we de-
fined a new term so as to feature with consistency the positiveness and negativeness of
the sentiment score. The new term is called ”prospensity to sentiment”. As we measure
positive and negative score we also defined two variables related to this term. Concerning
the mathematical terms we define the variables as follow:

Prospensity to positive sentiment

Prpos =
∑

P osScore

|
∑

N egScore|

Prospensity to negative sentiment

Prneg = |
∑

N egScore|∑
P osScore



Cases :

|
∑

N egScore| = 0 only Prpos defined

|
∑

P osScore| = 0 only Prneg defined

4.2.1. Sentiment prospensity per period

As in Section 4.2 we defined the term of ”sentiment prospensity” in this section we will
see the display and visualization of the data concerning ”sentiment prospensity”. As in
Section 4.1 we display the data per period. For each period we display two plots, one
plot which visualizes the ”prospensity to positive sentiment of the contributors” and the
”prospensity to negative sentiment of the contributors”

First period As for the positive prospensity in Figure 7 we see that [greg] is
the contributor with the highest Prpos. Having a look at Figure 4 we can clearly see that
[greg] has the highest sentiment score during the same period of time. By examining
with more details the Figure 4 and the Figure 7 we see that [jdd] has the second higher
Prpos score and the second higher sentiment score. Under these assumptions we could
define a propositional logic 19 between the sentiment score and Prpos score. Although this
assumption seems the perfect way to explain the relationship between these two terms ,
we can accept it because in refsec:sentpros the scenario explained mention the different
origin of the same score. Considering calculation of Prpos and Prneg score we have the
following results :

Contributor A :

Prpos = 300/100 = 3

Prneg = 100/300 = 0.33

Contributor B :

Prpos = 400/200 = 2

Prneg = 200/400 = 0.5

We can confirm the non-propositional logic between the sentiment score and Prpos
and Prneg score by focusing more in the plots related to the First period. For example the
sentiment score for [stefan] is 34 and is the third higher score inside all the contributors
whereas his Prpos = 4.4 and comes fourth in the ranking of developers (see Figure 7).
Focusing more on the results that the plot represents, only one contributor [anix] has
Prpos = 0. This happens because [anix] has sentiment score 0 the same period of time
(see Figure 4 4). As a consequence we expect that the same developer will be caracterized
by zero prospensity to negative sentiment as well.

19http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Propositional_calculus
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Figure 7. Prospensity to positive sentimet per developer (First Period)

Concerning negative prospensity (see Figure 8) 3 of 10 developers have zero
prospensity to negative sentiment. Especially [coolo] has zero prospensity because during
the first period he posted messages only for one month [with positive sentiment score].
As a consequence his Prneg = 0. In contrast to [coolo] , [greg] has Prneg = 0 not because
of non posting messages but due to the fact that there is no negative score related to [greg]
for the first period. It turns out that [greg] has maximum Prpos during the first period.
Furthermore by examining the negative prospensity scores for those 3 contributors , we
confirm the scenario defined in Section 4.2 and the definition of the term ”prospensity to
sentiment”. As for the term we see that the score for those 3 contributors is exactly the
same but the origin and the reason is totally different in each case.
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Figure 9. Prospensity to positive sentimet per developer (Second Period)

Second period Following the same approach as in Section 4.2.1 wee see that
although [stefan] has the highest ranking in sentiment score, becomes second in the
prospensity ranking.In contrast to [stefan] .[vuntz] comes third in the sentiment score
ranking and first in the prospensity ranking (see Figure9). Furthermore we see that [robin]
has Prpos = 0 because his sentiment score is negative. By examining the rest of the devel-
opers we will confirm the definition of the term ”prospensity to sentiment”.
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Figure 10. Prospensity to negative sentimet per developer (Second Period)

Having a look at Figure 10 [robin] has the highest ranking in Prneg and then
comes [coolo]. The rest developer’s Prneg does not overate 1 , and in case of [vuntz]
it is 0. Turns out that during the second period of our study 80 % of the contributors
are satisfied from the release of openSUSE and only 20 % of the contributors couldn’t
feel satisfied. The analysis of this period of time is a short one because we follow the
same criteria and workflow so as to analyze the plots and the results like in the first period.



Third period As the third period lasts 3 months than the other ones we expect
changes in the results and in prospensity score.

Concerning the positive prospensity we obviously see in Figure 12 that only [greg]
has high score of Prpos , a truth that we can assume it from the Figure 6 as well. Only
[crrod] has Prpos = 0 as in Figure 6 we can see that he obtained the most negative score
among all the developers. In general we can see that 80 % has a low Prpos [less than 6]
which can explain it as a possible dissapointment during this period.
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Figure 11. Prospensity to positive sentimet per developer (Third Period)

Although Prneg seems to be low according to 12 in general , [crrod] obtains the
maximum score in Prneg among all the periods of our study. We could explain this
prospensity with many ways. The best way to explain the prospensity is to examine the
Figure 1 and concern the section 4.1 deductions.
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5. Conclusions

The aim of this study was to analyze the sentiment of the contributors in openSUSE
Factory project before, at and after a major software release. We studied three periods of
time in order to mine and analyze a larger sample of data. Our analysis and results show
that the openSUSE Factory core contributors felt happy nearby and by the time of release
(50% of contributors had a positive sentiment). Furthermore after the release, developers’
sentiment score reduced by keeping its positive fluctuation although. At least, this is what
we have observed during a normal release cycle.

The third period showed us that a possible delay in the release cycle of a distribu-
tion has negative affect on developer’s sentiment as only 20% of developers were happy
by the time of release, showing a 30% reduction in the amount of positive thinking devel-
opers who contribute to openSUSE Factory project. Under the assumption that the release
lifecycle remains stable for all the release periods that we study, comes into sight that dur-
ing the first two releases only 10% of the developers would change their sentiment. It
turns out that under a stable release cycle model, developers have a propensity to positive
sentiment rather than to negative one.

With the definition of the term ”prospensity to sentiment” we focused and exam-
ined the evolution of the sentiment of the contributors. By following this methodology we
are able to define the positiveness and the negativeness of a sentiment score by focusing
on ”the contributor’s sentiment tendency ” , which in our opinion will bring to the light
better , more concrete results and deductions related to sentiment analysis.

In the near future, we would like to use sentiment analysis on a broader range of
projects and situations, to see how usual development circumstances affect the sentiments
of the members of a project. Of special interest would be the study of how the sentiments
are spread through the community and how measures and methods could be introduced
that minimize the effect of negative aspects and maximizes those ones that are positively
conceived by developers and users.
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